
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Moderate

Adam Howarth, IYSA, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Isolated Training Session 1

Description
Ball work and Fitness in 45 minutes

Quick Tests
CHOOSE 3 - Must do AGILITY
1. Hop on Leg for 30 yards
2. Single leg standing and eyes closed for 20 secs
3. Agility - see SAQ for 2 minutes
4. Run 1 mile continous - can do this outside!

Quick Tests (5 mins)

Set up: 4 agility stations comprising of speed ladder, poles with
football, hurdles and hoops.
This can be done inside in your basement or a garage
Use cones or garbage cans - be inventive
Procedure: Players perform agility exercises for 60 secs with 30
sec recovery. Working 1:3.
1. Players hop through the hoops changing foot.
2. Players jump two-footed over the hurdles or balls
3. Players dribble through the slalom.
4. Players do two feet through the ladder.
Coaching points:
- Focus on technique over speed.

SAQ (10 mins)

Ball Manipulation Warmup
Ball Manipulation from 1-4 
1. Inside /outside of foot
2. Roll of the ball with bottom of foot.
3. V - Drag back of ball
4. Cruyff Turn
Do each one and emphasis on control of the ball.
Add 1 to 2 to 3 to 4.
By the end the player will be able to do all 4 moves into 1!

4 Moves into 1 (5 mins)



Technique Activity 1/Main Phase (15 mins)
Organization:
- Area approx. cones 8-10 yards apart
- Working individually on technical fundamentals & to maximize
touches and individaul ball contacts
- 1 Ball
- A player will work through a series of ball mastery, change of
direction moves, 1v1 moves
Instructions:
-Start at same cone with a ball
Ball Mastery
Go through each Ball mastery technique twice - Repeat as
needed.
A) Laces - both feet (little touches, toe down/heel up)
B) Inisde Touches - (using big toe touching ball from left to right
and right to left)
C) Toe Taps moving Forward
D) Sole roll - uisng the bottom of you R/L foot roll the ball
E) Inside - Outside Touches (R/L Foot)
F) Outside Touches
Change of Direction Moves:
- Player will dribble to middle cone and then perform a change of direction move before changing speed and dribbling to the one of
the far cones - alternate cones
A) Fake & Take - (Dip shoulder)
B) Single Scissor move
C) Double Scissor
Coaching Points:
- Ball close to body
- Head-up (awareness)
- Body Shape (Knees bent/low to ground)
- Change of direction
- Touch out of feet after move (Big Touch)
- Change Speed
- Control

Ball Mastery Moves (5 mins)

Ball Mastery
1. Touch ball to outside - 2x
2. Chop the ball back with inside of foot across your body.
3. Repeat on other side and chop ball back.
3 Sets of 6
Use line as base

Ball Mastery 1 (5 mins)



Ball Mastery
1. Push the ball to outside 2x
2. When you have pushed the ball to outside - stop the ball with
sole of furthest foot and then push to the other side
3. Repeat on the other side - move sideways quickly
3 Sets of 6
Use the line as a base!

Ball Mastery 2 (5 mins)

4 Corner Fitness Drill
Instructions:
Start at cone 1 and sprint to cone 2. Shuffle to cone 3. Backpedal to
cone 4. Shuffle back to cone
1. Shuffle across the grid to cone 3. Backpedal to cone 4. Then
sprint past cone 2.
Repeat 5 times with 1 minute rest between reps.
3 Reps.
Coaching Points:
Low center of gravity when moving laterally and backwards.
Focus on quick starts, fast change of direction and speed.

4 Corners Drill (10 mins)
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